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Templatic in[t]ruders in Hebrew/ Noam Faust 

 
Abstract: Three templates in Hebrew exhibit a non-radical, “intruder” [t] in their final C-position, which is 

otherwise reserved for radical segments. Moreover, the appearance of this [t] correlates with feminine 

grammatical gender, whereas any other consonant in that position implies masculine gender. I propose that these 

[t]s belong to the feminine morpheme /at/, which may come to occupy the template-internal final position if the 

lexical root does not involve a third, final consonant; instead, its last consonant is either a glide, or the root is 

biradical. This distinction, in turn, correlates with different behaviors of the intruder in inflected forms.  

 

Keywords: Gender, hebrew, morphology, template satisfaction, weak roots 

 

0. In[t]ruders 

 

This paper documents and discusses three noun types in Hebrew, in which a non-radical [t] 

occupies a position within a stem that is otherwise reserved for a consonant of the root. The 

root-external, suffixal status of this intruder [t] is clear from the feminine agreement triggered 

by the intruded nouns, as opposed to the masculine agreement of their unintruded 

counterparts. 

The three noun types are presented in (1). The first group (1a) is composed of nouns in the 

tempalte taQTiL (Q,T,L standing for the C positions in the template). The group in (1b) has 

items from the template QToL, which correspond to infinitival stems and are used as nouns in 

a litterary register
1
. The third group (1c) consists of nouns in the template QéTeL. In all three 

templates, items ending in a consonant other than [t] are masculine, but among those that end 

in [t] one finds many feminine items. Importantly, in all three groups there are also masculine 

nouns ending in [t] (see fourth line in each list). 

 

(1) Three noun types 

 

 Masculine Feminine 

a. taQTiL tavʃil ‘cooked dish’ tavnit
f
 ‘mold’ 

 tadriχ ‘briefing’ taglit
f
 ‘discovery’ 

 tadpis ‘print-out tadmit
f
 ‘(public) image’ 

 taskit ‘radio drama’ tarmit
f
 ‘hoax’ 

b. QToL -gloʃ ‘slide’ -glot
f
 ‘emigrate’ 

 -vdok ‘check’ -vdot
f
 ‘make up a lie’ 

 -knos ‘fine’ -knot
f
 ‘buy’ 

 -ʃχot ‘squeeze’ -rʔot
f
 ‘see’ 

c. QéTeL kélev ‘dog’ délet
f
 ‘door’ 

 séχel ‘brains’ zéret
f
 ‘pinky’ 

 ʔéfes ‘zero’ zéfet
f
 ‘tar’ 

 ʦévet ‘team’ réfet
f
 ‘cowshed’ 

 

For (1a,b), it is possible to show that the intruder [t] “stands in” for a final unstable radical. 

While this is harder to show for (1c), there is no evidence that the feminine [t] in these words 

is part of the same root set as the first two consonants. The oposite is true for the masculine 

items ending in [t] – they are all related to words in which the [t] is clearly radical. I therefore 

generalize as follows: 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Such items rarely trigger agreement, so the description might seem over-confident at this stage. It will be 

further argued for in the relevant section. 
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(2) Generalization 

Unless there is evidence that a final [t] is part of the root, it is interpreted as part of a 

feminine suffix. 

 

In what follows, I propose an analysis that links the defective nature of the roots of the 

feminine items and the appearance of the final feminine [t]. Specifically, I claim that the 

templates taQTiL and QToL carry a requirement to be C-final, which cannot be satisfied by 

weak-final roots. In contrast, this requirement is satsified if the complement of the template is 

not the basic root, but the feminine suffix /-at/, because the consonant of that suffix ends up 

occupying that final templatic position (hence the “intrusion”). The resulting noun is feminine 

because it involves a feminine suffix, even though the position of the suffix is template-

internal. Similarly – but not identically – feminine nouns in the template QéTeL arise when 

the suffix /at/ is attached to biradical roots. Since no root segment occupies the last templatic 

position, the /t/ of the suffix ends up in that position. The differences between the two 

scenarios lead to differences in inflection: the [t] of taQTi[t] is replaced by [j] in the plural, 

but the [t] of QéTe[t] persists.  

Neither of these templates, nor the issue of intruders, have been discussed in the literature 

to any depth (to the best of my knowledge). Sections 2, 3 and 4 below therefore provide 

detailed presentations of the data alongside a unified morpho-syntactic analysis. Section 5 

discusses plural inflection. Section 6 concludes.  

 

2. TaQTiL  

 

This section offers an account of masculine and feminine nouns in the taQTiL template, as 

well as laying the foundations for more complex issues that will follow in the subsequent 

sections.  

A taQTiL noun like [tadriχ] ‘briefing’ is contructed through the marriage of a template 

taQTiL and a root √d,r,χ. Assuming templates are like the suffixes of more concatenative 

languages, one might say that taQTiL selects the root. Following Arad (2005), Borer 

(2005/2013), Faust (2011), and Lowenstamm (2014), such selection is represented as in (3a). 

The consonants of the root are then used to “satisfy” the template in the sense of McCarthy 

(1981): they are linked to positions in the template so as to leave no C-slot unassociated, as in 

(3b).
2
  

 

(3) production of [tadriχ] ‘briefing’ 

 

a. Morpho-syntax   b. Phonology 

 

           nP 

 

n                  √p 

 

    √TaCCiC         √drχ 

   √ d      r      χ      

             

    C V C V C V C V  

    | |    |    

    t a    i    

 

To give a better sense of nouns in this template, a list of taQTiL nouns in Modern Hebrew 

is provided in (5).
3
 As for nearly all templates, it is hard to define one meaning for this 

template such that there are no exceptions. Rather, one may cite some core properties that are 

                                                           
2
 I use a Strict CV representation of templates, see Lowenstamm (1996). 

3
 The list is intended to be complete, even though some items might have escaped me (the template is somewhat 

productive in MH). 
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shared by all taQTiL nouns, alongside some very common properties. There are no animate 

taQTiL nouns (except for [talmid] ‘pupil’). No taQTiL noun referes to natural kinds (e.g. 

plants). All taQTiL nouns are countable. No taQTiL noun is an action noun with external 

arguments. Most taQTiL nouns are resultatives, mostly designating human-made, concrete 

entities ([tavʃil] ‘cooked dish’). When the entity is not concrete (e.g. [takdim] ‘precedent’, 

[taχlit] ‘essence’) it tends nevertheless to be human-made, in that it is the result of human 

conceptualisation of reality.  

Nearly all of the nouns in this template are masculine, including several nouns ending in [t] 

(in bold red). There is, however, a group of 14 feminine nouns (at the end of the list with the 

<
f
> superscript). All end in [t]. From the meaning of the feminine nouns, it is obvious that the 

same template is used in both the feminine and masculine nouns. 

It is possible to show that the last consonant of all masculine nouns (including the ones 

ending in [t]) is radical. Thus, for instance, [taagid] ‘conglomerate’ is related to [le-aged] ‘to 

assemble’ and [tafrit] ‘menu’ to [le-faret] ‘to list in detail’.
4
 In contrast, all 14 feminine nouns 

are built on weak-final roots, which according to the classical analysis involve a final glide /j/ 

(or possibly simply a vowel /i/). For instance, [taʃrit] ‘maceration’ is related to [haʃraja] 

‘marination’ in the haQTaLa template and [tadmit] ‘(public) image’ is related to [dimj-on] 

‘imagination’ in the QiT(a)Lon template.  

 

(4) taQTiL nouns 

 
taagid ‘conglomerate’ tamlil ‘transcipt’ tarmil ‘backpack’ 

taariχ ‘date (calender)’ tamχir ‘price list’ tarsis ‘spray’ 

tavʃil ‘cooked dish’ tamsir ‘handout’ tarʃim ‘sketch’ 

tavlin ‘spice’ tamriʦ ‘incentive’ taʃdir ‘broadcast’ 

tavlit ‘topographical map’ tasrit ‘script’ taʃkif ‘prospectus’ 

taglif ‘carving’ tasbiχ ‘complex (psyc.) taʃliχ ‘ceremonial disposal’  

tadriχ ‘briefing’ taskit ‘radio drama’ taʃrit
f
 ‘maceration’ 

tadpis ‘print-out’ tasmin ‘symptom’ tavnit
f
 ‘mold’ 

tahaliχ ‘procedure’ taskir ‘survey’ taglit
f
 ‘discovery’ 

tazkir ‘memo’ taatik ‘transcriptiom tadmit
f
 ‘(public) image’ 

tazkik ‘distillqte’ taarif ‘tariff’ taxlit
f
 ‘essence’ 

tazrim ‘flow’ tafkid ‘role’ tamʦit
f
 ‘concentrate (±conc.)’ 

taχkir ‘investigation’ tafrit ‘menu’ taanit
f
 ‘fast’ 

taχbiv ‘hobby’ taʦhir ‘declaration (written)’ tafnit
f
 ‘turn of events’ 

taχlif ‘substitution’ taʦrif ‘assembled set’ taʦpit
f
 ‘viewpoint’ 

taχliv ‘emulsion’ takʦir ‘summary’ tarbit
f
 ‘culture (biology)’ 

taχrit ‘engraving’ takʦiv ‘budget’ tarmit
f
 ‘hoax’ 

taχbir ‘syntax’ takdim ‘precedent’ taχazit
f
 ‘forecast’ 

taχsis ‘ruse’ taklit ‘record (music)’ taχsit
f
 ‘topography type’ 

taχʃit ‘jewel’ takriv ‘close-up picture’ taʃtit
f 5

 ‘infrastrcuture’ 

talmid ‘pupil’ targil ‘exercise (ct.)’   

tamhil ‘blend’ tarkiz ‘concentrate (+conc.)’   

 

Since the final [t] of feminine nouns in (4) is not part of the root, I conclude that it is a place 

holder, inserted in order to satisfy the template. However, this cannot be the entire story, 

because a simple place holder cannot trigger feminine agreement. 

                                                           
4
 The final radicals [t] in (5) are mostly traceable to Biblical Hebrew [tˁ]. They are still written the letter that 

corresponded to that sound in that language. These facts are irrelevant for a child learning Modern Hebrew.  
5
 This noun is hybrid. It exhibits a radical [t] (e.g. [hiʃtit] ‘bolster’), but it is feminine. Because the only related 

verb is quite literary, it is possible that the [t] here is percieved as non-radical. 
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A related issue is the template’s combinatory potential with a genuinely external gender 

marker. Some nominal templates allow for the additional suffixation of a grammatically 

feminine morpheme, to yield indepenedent entries (rather than the female of the masculine). 

This is the case, for instance, for the templates miQTaL and QaTuL of Modern Hebrew in 

(5a,b), where one finds the feminine suffix [-a]. Note that this suffix is underlyingly /at/, as 

evidenced for instance upon the addition of the 1MSG.POSS /-i/ in e.g. [pkud-at-i] ‘my order’:
6
  

 

(5) Two templates with masculine and feminine versions 

 

 Masculine Feminine 

a. miQTaL miʃtar ‘regime’ miʃtar-a ‘police’ 

 miflag ‘wing’ miflag-a ‘party (politics)’ 

 mifkad ‘census’ mifkad-a ‘headquarters’ 

b. QaTuL pakud ‘person under orders’ pkud-a ‘order’ 

 kavur ‘burried’ kvur-a ‘burrial’ 

 parus ‘sliced’ prus-a ‘slice’ 

 

The template taQTiL, however, does not allow such suffixation: there is no item TaQTiLa in 

Modern Hebrew. For that reason, too, the appearance of [t]-final feminine nouns like [tavnit] 

above is intriguing. If feminine items in taQTiL are allowed, why are they allowed only if the 

feminine marker is template-internal?  

I propose to link the two facts in the form of a requirement on TaQTiL and its inflection. In 

(3) above, I made the analogy between the affixes of more concatenative languages and the 

Semitic template. It is often reported that certain affixes demand that their base be of a certain 

form. For instance, Paster (2014) reports that English -en require a base to end in an obstruent, 

such that blacken is licit, but *greyen illicit. Under an output-oriented interpretation, such 

requirements can be motivated by the need to avoid certain “marked” surface structures. In 

the same vein, I claim that the following output requirement is made by the template taQTiL: 

 

(6) taQTiL requirement 

TaQTiL nouns must end in a [+consonantal] sound.
7
  

 

In other words, the complement must be a strong root, as in (3) above, or something 

resembling it. In contrast, (6) rules out a /j/-final complement as in (7a), because /j/ is            

[-consonantal]. However, if a weak final root is supplemented by a feminine suffix /at/ as in 

(7b), then the requirement can be satisfied. As shown in (7c), the consonant of the suffix fills 

in for the last radical by associating to the final position of the template. Both that radical and 

the vowel of the suffix remain unassociated. Again, because of the presence of this suffix – 

even though it is in a sense template-internal – the noun will trigger feminine agreement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 It is not suggested, in either case, that the feminine entry is derived from the masculine one. Note also that the 

disappearance of the first [a] in the feminine form of QaTuL is not an idiosyncratic aspect of this base. 
7
 For similar cases of specification of tempaltic slots, see Aim (2004). 
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(7) Licit and illicit complements of taQTiL 

 

a. illicit b. licit 

 *       nP 

 

n                 √p 

 

    √taCCiC             √dmj 

          nP 

 

n[+gen]           √p 

 

    √taCCiC                √p 

 

  √at[+gen]       √dmj 

 

c. phonology of (7b) [tadmit]
f
 ‘image’ 

 

√ d        m       j  -  a    t  

        

C V C V C V C V 

| |    |   

t a    i   

 

One may now also understand why the taQTiL template does not take a feminine suffix with 

strong roots. Consider the phonological output of adding a feminine suffix to a triradical root, 

as in (8a). As shown in (8b), if the last C position of the template is occupied by a radical 

consonant, the vowel of the suffix will be realized on the final V, and the item will not be C-

final (the /t/ in such cases remains unrealized; see Faust 2014 for more on the different 

realizations of /at/). 

 

(8) Illicit *[tadriχa]  

 

a. Morpho-syntax   b. Phonology 

 

 *        nP 

 

n[+gen]           √p 

 

    √taCCiC[+Con]      √p 

 

  √at[+gen]       √drχ 

   *√ d      r      χ            - a   t 

            |  

    C V C V C V C V  

    | |     |    

    t a     i    

 

To summarize, because of a requirement on the output form of nouns in the taQTiL template, 

these can be feminine only if the final position of the template is occupied by the consonant of 

the feminine suffix /at/. This configuration can come about only if the root is weak-final, 

because only in such roots the last radical must not be associated to that position. 

A similar analysis is provided for the bases of infinitives in the next section. 
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3. QToL gerunds 

 

There are five verbal types (binyanin) in Modern Hebrew, refered to here as B1-5. Infinitives 

are formed by prefixing the allative preposition /l/ (e.g. [le-améʁika] ‘to America’) to the non-

past verbal base:
8
  

 

(9) Infinitives 

 

 3msg.past 3msg.non-past infinitive  

B1 katav j-iχtov l-iχtov ‘write’ 

B2 niχtav j-ikatev le-hikatev ‘be written’ 

B3 kitev je-χatev le-χatev ‘add to recipient list (of email)’ 

B4 hiχtiv j-aχtiv le-haχtiv ‘dictate’ 

B5 hitkatev j-itkatev le-hitkatev ‘correspond’ 

 

However, the analogy between the non-past and infinitive bases is not without exceptions. 

The table in (10) presents verbs based on roots with weak radicals, particularly in B1. Weak-

initial verbs (10b), thus named because their initial consonant is absent from the non-past 

base, exhibit different infinitive and non-past stems. Instead of an infinitive *[l-iʃev], one 

finds a stem [ʃévet], with an additional unstressed [et]. While this group of verbs is closed and 

small, it is stable and contains very frequent verbs. Weak-final verbs (10c), already familiar 

from the discussion in the previous section, are recognizable in B1 by the otherwise 

unexpected vowel [i] in the suffixed past forms (they are also vowel-final when unsuffixed, 

e.g. [kana] ‘he bought’). This group, too, is by and large unproductive (though new verbs may 

rarely be coined), but it is also stable, and – unlike weak initial verbs – it contains many verbs. 

Like weak-initial verbs, weak-final ones systematically deviate from the infinitive/non-past 

analogy: rather than the vowel [e] of the non-past stem [-ikne], the infinitival base ends in 

[ot].
9
 For the sake of the discussion that follows I also add (10d), which features weak-medial 

verbs, whose stem is consistently monosyllabic. These verbs also exhibit two surface 

consonants in the infinitive, but do not deviate from the infinitive/non-past analogy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8
 For the realization [le] and for the appearance of [h] see Faust & Silber-Varod (2014). Exceptions to the 

infinitive/non-past analogy are discussed in that paper, too. 
9
 In types other than B1, weak-initial verbs do not exhibit exceptions to the infinitive/non-past analogy. In 

contrast, the exception in weak-final verbs is systematic: all weak-final verbs exhibit infinitives ending in [ot], 

and their non-past stems always end in [e]. Importantly, this fact argues against a synchronic anlysis of [ot] as 

containing the same [o] as in [liχtov], since infinitives in other types do not involve this vowel (for more on this 

issue, see Faust 2012). Further evidence against a full synchronic parallel is found in suffixed QToL gerunds. B1 

items based on strong roots see the vowel [o] change its position, e.g. [leχotv-o] ‘to write it’, *[liχtovo]; the 

weak-final counterpart exhibits a stable stem, e.g. [liknot-o] ‘to buy it’,*[lekonto].  On the other hand, the source 

of the [ot] suffix cannot be other than the infinitival QToL template of B1. The analysis in this section models 

such a situation. Possibly, this is a case of affix secretion (Haspelmath 1995 and the end of section 5 below), in 

which the morphological segmentation is ambiguous in some forms, but clear-cut in others.  
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(10) Infinitives in B1: weak-initial/final verbs 

 

 1sg.past 3msg.non-past infinitive  

a. katav-ti j-iχtov l-iχtov ‘write’ 

b. jaʃav-ti j-iʃev
10

 la-ʃévet ‘sit’ 

 halaχ-ti j-ileχ la-léχet ‘go’ 

c. kani-ti j-ikne l-iknot ‘buy’ 

 pani-ti j-ifne l-ifnot ‘turn (to)’ 

d. kam-ti ja-kum la-kum ‘rise’ 

 ba-ti ja-vo la-vo ‘arrive’ 

 

What is the source of this additional [t]? Since both types of stems are prosodically deficient – 

they contain only two consonants and are monosylabic – one might want to assume that [et] 

and [ot] are some sort of morpho-phonological place fillers. Again, I will argue, this cannot be 

the entire story.  

To designate the bound bases of infinitives to the exclusion of any affixes the term 

“gerund” is used.
11

 In Biblical Hebrew, infinitival stems were used in a variety of contexts 

(Callaham 2010, Hatav 2017, Doron 2018). Consequently, there arose a debate in the 

litterature regarding their grammatical category, especially concerning the gerunds of Modern 

Hebrew (Hazout 1992, Doron 2019). Are they nominal or verbal? Their meaning and the 

similarity to the verbal stem suggest that they are verbal; but their selection by the allative  

preposition (and other prepositions) and their frequent association with possessive suffixes 

point to an affinity with nouns. Below I will provide conclusive evidence in favor of the latter 

conclusion, in that these bases can be shown to trigger gender agreement. 

In Modern Hebrew, use of the gerund is limited in several manners. First, it belongs to a 

very high register, litterary or formal. Second, it must be followed by a possessive suffix, 

designating the subject of the action. Third, it is not equally available for all verbs. 

Nevertheless, it is attested. In most occurrences, it is preceded by prepositions other than /l/, 

such as /b-/ ‘in’, /im/ ‘with’, or by adverbial particles like /térem/ ‘before’, as illustrated by 

(11(. Interestingly, the weak gerunds from (10b-d) may also occur without such prepositions, 

as shown in (11c-e).
12

 And when they do, if they end in a non-radical [t], they trigger 

feminine agreement, as emphasized in (11c,d). The sentences in (11) were all found on the 

internet in well-written, modern articles.  

 

(11) Infinitive stems with additional [t] without allative prefix 

  

a. térem ʃivt-o al safsal ha-neʔeʃamim 

 before sitting-3MS.POSS on bench DEF-accused 

 ‘Prior to his appearance on trial as the accused (lit. before his sitting in the accused 

bench)’ 

 

b. ʦarχan mudʔag jaxol le-vakeʃ, bi-knot-o ofanajim, 

 consumer worried can.3MSG.PRS to-ask in-buying-3MSG.POSS bicycle 

                                                           
10

 For weak-initial non-past stems, there is also a more normative stem with [e], e.g. [j-eʃev], [j-eleχ]. 
11

 To be distingushed from the free form, the “infinitive absolute” (Schwarzwald 1989). 
12

 The strong gerunds seem to be ruled out in such a configuration for some reason:  

i. * kotv-o et ha-séfer hu taʔ-ut 

 writing-3MSG.POSS ACC DEF-book cop.MSG mistake-ABS.FSG 

 Intendedn meaning: ‘his writing of the book is a mistake’ 
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 ‘a worried consumer can, upon buying a bicycle,’ 

 

c. leχt-o hi od anaf ʃe-niʃbar 

 going-3MPL.POSS COP.FSG another branch COMP-break.PST.3MSG 

 ‘his passing away is another broken branch’ 

 
d. boʔ-a ʃel elodi asuj le-hafíaχ b-o tikva 
 arriving-3FSG.PST of Elodie liable.MSG ALL-breathe.into in-3MSG hope 
 ‘Elodie’s arrival is liable to breathe hope into him’ 

 

e. pnot-o li-ʃnej tipus-ej ha-kotvim ha-ele hi mo(ʕ)il-a 

 turning-3MSG to-two main DEF-writers DEF-DEM.PL COP.FSG useful-FSG 

 ‘his referal to these two types of writers is useful’ 

 
Importantly, as shown by (11d), not all gerunds trigger feminine agreement; only the ones 

with the additional [t] do. This fact, along with the taking of regular possessive suffix to 

designate the subject, clearly places gerunds in the nominal category; no other category bears 

inherent gender.  

Focusing on the gerunds of weak-final verbs like (10c) and (11e), their analysis needn’t be 

different from that of taQTiL nouns. One may assume that at the relevant stage in the 

evolution of the language, a common template QToL existed (though see ft. 9 for the 

difficulties of such an anlysis in Modern Hebrew). 

 

(12) QToL requirement 

QToL nouns must end in a [+consonantal] sound.
13

  

  

As in the case of taQTiL, a structure like (13a) would therefore be illilcit. In contrast, if the 

complement of QToL is not the root, but the feminine suffix /at/, as in (13b), then the 

requirement is satisfied. The phonology then associates the consonant of the feminine suffix 

to the final position in the template as in (13c). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13

 Note that the requirerement is on QtoL nouns. The infinitive absolute of Biblical Hebrew, which is probably 

not a noun, does not comply with it: one often finds infinitive absolutes of the type [ʃato] ‘drinking’, as opposed 

to the gerund [ʃtot]. The former is not in use in Modern Hebrew. 
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(13) Licit and ilicit complements of QToL 

 

a. illicit b. licit 

 *       nP 

 

n                 √p 

 

    √CCoC                √knj 

          nP 

 

n[+gen]           √p 

 

    √CCoC          √p 

 

  √at[+gen]       √knj 

 

c. phonology of (13b) [-knot] ‘buy’ 

 

√ k   n    j      a  t  

      

C V C V C V 

   |   

   o   

 

Like taQTiL, the B1 Gerund never carries a feminine suffix with roots other than weak ones 

(nor does any other infinitival base) – this is again due to the requirement in (12). 

Interestingly, this requirement correlates with the category distinction. Assuming that the 

template QToL is same in both gerund li-QToL and the non-past ji-QToL, the weak-final 

paradigm exhibits a relaxation of the requirement in the verbal form, which is allowed to be 

vowel-final, e.g. [jikne] vs. [li-knot] (see also ft. 12).
14

 

In this section, I have shown that the infinitival bases referred to as “gerunds” follow the 

same logic as taQTiL nouns. They obey a requirement to be C-final. When the root does not 

offer a final consonant, a feminine suffix is “recruted” to stand in for the root-final consonant. 

For both QToL and taQTiL, feminine items can only be arrived at under such a scenario. 

When the complement of these templates is not a weak root, adding a feminine suffix would 

make the item V-final.  

However, this requirement for C-finality is not a general one in the language, nor does the 

theory exclude the attachement of feminine suffixes to triconsonantal templatic bases, as (5) 

above shows. But is the link between this requirement and templatic intrusion a necessary 

one? Nothing forces this conclusion. Indeed, this link isn’t necessary, as the next section 

shows. 

 

 

4 QéTeL 

 

While the native vocabulary of Modern Hebrew is predominantly stress-final, there is 

nevertheless an important group of penultimately stressed disylabic nouns, traditionally 

referred to as “segholates”. These nouns are of the form QéTeL or QóTeL (with some root 

consonants leading to principled changes in the vocalization). The gender of segholates 

ending in a consonant other than [t], like that of all unsuffixed nouns in MH, is generally 

                                                           
14

 Note, in addition, that the infinitive absolute of Biblical Hebrew – not a noun – also does not comply with C-

finality: one often finds infinitive absolutes of the type [ʃato] ‘drinking’, as opposed to the gerund [ʃtot] (the 

former is not in use in Modern Hebrew). Incidentally, the assumption of QToL underlying all of these forms is in 

line with the view of this templatic morpheme as a-categorical, as in the morpho-syntactic representations in this 

paper.  
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masculine. I have found exactly 18 exceptions to this generalisation. In terms of their form, 

nothing distinguishes them from the other, masculine QéTeL or QóTeL nouns.
15

 To illustrate, 

the full list of segholates ending in [d] is provided in (14). None of the nouns is grammatically 

feminine, and they are significantly more numerous than all of the exceptions put together.
16

 

 

(14) Segholates ending in [d] – all masculine 

 

éʃed
+
 ‘cascade’ néχed ‘grandson’ zéred ‘twig’ 

béged ‘clothing’ éved ‘slave’ léved ‘felt’ 

géled
+
 ‘crust’ paχad ‘fear’ sáʔad ‘help’ 

χéled
+
 ‘world’ péred ‘mule’ ʃéled ‘skeleton’ 

χémed
+
 ‘sweetness’ ʦémed ‘pair’ téred ‘spinach’ 

χésed ‘grace’ ʦáʔad ‘step’ χóled ‘mole rat’ 

jáχad ‘together’ ráʔad ‘tremor’ kóved ‘heaviness’ 

méred ‘rebellion’ éged
+
 ‘bandage’ ʃóχad ‘bribe’ 

néged ‘against’ véred ‘rose’ róved ‘layer’ 

    χómed ‘sweatheart’ 

 

Grammatical gender is much less uniform in segholate nouns ending in the sound [t], an 

exhaustive list of which is given in table (15). The classification of the data will be discussed 

presently. 

 

(15) Segholates ending in [t] 

 

Maculine nouns Feminine nouns 

a. ʃélet ‘sign’ c. délet ‘door’  ʃóket
+
 ‘trough’ 

 mélet ‘cement’  zéret ‘pinky’  ʦómet ‘crossroads’ 

 léket
+
 ‘assortment’  létet

+
 ‘malt’ d. boʃét

+
 ‘shame’ 

 pélet
+
 ‘output’  léfet

+
 ‘turnip’  náχat ‘well-being’ 

 lévet ‘hesitation’  χémet
+
 ‘bagpipe’  dáʔat ‘opinion of’ 

 ʃéket ‘silence’  réʃet ‘net’  ʔéʃet ‘wife of’ 

 séret ‘film’  késet ‘ink cap’ e. léχet
+
 ‘going’ 

 kémet ‘wrinkle’  léset ‘jaw’  rédet
+
 ‘descending’ 

 ʁétet ‘vibration’  kéʃet ‘arc’  ʃévet
+
 ‘sitting’ 

 névet ‘sprout’  réfet ‘cowshed’  lédet
+
 ‘birth’ 

 kélet
+
 ‘input’  zéfet ‘tar’  sé(ʔ)t

+
 ‘carrying’ 

 ʦévet ‘team’  kéret
+
 ‘city’  ʦé(ʔ)t

+
 ‘exiting’ 

b. ʃévet ‘tribe’  véset ‘period’  dáʔat
+
 ‘knowing’ 

 χómet
+
 ‘skink’  ʃáχat

+
 ‘hay’  káχat

+
 ‘taking’ 

 ʃénet
+
 ‘notch’  tófet ‘inferno’    

 xéfet
+
 ‘cuff’  sólet

+
 ‘semolina’    

 

                                                           
15

 There is however a semantic factor. Most of these exceptions designate body parts and related items: [béten] 

‘stomach’, [kéren] ‘horn’, [régel] ‘leg’, [ʃéχem] ‘shoulder blade’, [kéres] ‘belly’, [ózen] ‘ear’, [bóhen] ‘toe’, 

[móten] ‘waist’, [léχi] ‘cheek’, [néfeʃ] ‘soul’, [éʦem] ‘bone’, [náʔal] ‘shoe’, [gérev] ‘sock’ (the latter is 

masculine according to prescriptive grammars; it is used as feminine by speakers, suggesting that the semantic 

generalization corresponds to some reality). Only five nouns escape this semantic generalization: [éven] ‘stone’, 

[éreʦ] ‘country’, [géfen] ‘vine’ [χérev] ‘sword’, [ʃémeʃ] ‘sun’.  
16

 The lists in this section are based on a visual scrutiny of Avineri (1976), from which I have omited items that 

are not in any register of MH. Items with the superscript 
+

 pertain to a litterary register. 
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Because of the low rate of feminine nouns among segholates (and C-final nouns in general), 

the fact that all of the nouns in (15a-c) are feminine cannot be a coincidence. Recall now the 

generalization with which I began this paper: 

 

(16) Generalization (repeated from (2)) 

Unless there is evidence that a final [t] is part of the root, it is interpreted as part of a 

feminine suffix. 

 

This assumption, already supported by the data from taQTi[t] and Qto[t], explains most of the 

data in (15). The majority of masculine nouns – the group in (15a) – can be easily associated 

with corresponding verbs containing the final [t], indicating that this [t] is radical. For 

instance, [kélet] ‘input’ is related to [hiklit] ‘he recorded’ in the template hiQTiL and [rétet] 

‘vibration’ is related to [ratat] ‘to vibrate’ in QaTaL. Only the four nouns in (15b), three of 

which are very rare in Modern Hebrew, cannot be associated to any verb.
17

 In contrast, none 

of the  feminine nouns in (15c-e) can be related to another lexical item with the same set and 

[t] in a radical position. Indeed, for the nouns in (15d,e), there is even positive edvidence that 

the [t] is not radical, in that related items exist with only the first two consonants. For 

instance, for [náχat] ‘well-being’ in (15d) one finds a related adjective [nóaχ] ‘comfortable’; 

and the nouns in (15e) are no other than the gerunds of weak-initial verbs already encountered 

in the previous section. To summarize, the data in (15), too, support the generalization in (16): 

if a noun ends in [t], and there is no reason to think that the [t] is radical, then it will be 

perceived as a feminine suffix, even though it occupies a template-internal position. 

Two aspects of feminine QéTe[t] nouns distinguish them from their taQTi[t] and -Qto[t] 

counterparts. First, the roots in these nouns are not weak-final. Indeed, weak-final roots do 

appear in the segholate template, and illustrate nicely that items in this template can be vowel-

final: they take the form QéTi or QTi. 

 

(17) Weak-final segholates
18

 

 

a. méʃi ‘silk’ b. jófi ‘beauty’ c. dli ‘bucket’ 

 méri ‘protest’  dófi ‘fault’  gdi ‘billy’ 

 péti ‘gullible person’  ófi ‘character’  kli ‘tool’ 

 jéri ‘shooting’  óni ‘pauverty’  ʦli ‘roast’ 

 léχi
f
 ‘cheek’  ʃóni ‘difference’  pri ‘fruit’ 

 ʃeχi ‘armpit’  óvi ‘thickness’  ʦvi ‘deer’ 

 béχi ‘weeping’  ʃóvi ‘worth’    

 néhi ‘whining’  kóʃi ‘difficulty’    

 ʦéfi ‘prediction  χóli ‘sickness’    

 

The second difference between QéTeL and TaQTiL/QToL is that triconsonantal items in the 

former, including weak-final ones, can appear with the feminine suffix. The forms of the 

feminine noun is then QvTLa. There may exist an equiradical masculine QéTeL or not. 

 

 

                                                           
17

 Again, most but not all of the nouns in (15a,b) orthographically end in a symbol that corresponded, in Biblical 

Hebrew, not to [t] but to [tˁ]. See footnote 4. 
18

 Most, though not all, of the nouns in (17a,b) can be related to other, more clearly /j/-final forms. Thus [jéri] 

‘shot’ and [ʃoni] ‘difference’ related repectively to [jaruj] ‘shot.ADJ’ and [ʃinuj] ‘change.N’. For (17c), I could 

only find such a parallel for [ʦli] ‘roast’, namely the adjective [ʦaluj] ‘roasted’ (and some less convincing 

parallels for two other nouns). 
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(18) Triconsonantal segholate femimines
19

 

 

 Masculine Nouns                    Feminine Nouns 

a. kélev ‘dog’ kalba ‘bitch’ b. parsa ‘horseshow’ 

 déreg ‘rank’ darga ‘level’  ʔavka ‘powder’ 

 χélek ‘part’ χelka ‘plot’  χelʔa ‘scum’ 

 séder ‘order’ sidra ‘series’  miʃχa ‘ointment’ 

 zémer ‘tune’ zimra ‘singing’  ʔimra ‘saying’ 

 jóker ‘dearness’ jukra ‘prestige’  dugma ‘example’ 

 χomeʦ ‘vinager’ χumʦa ‘acid’  nusχa ‘formula’ 

 kóʃi ‘difficulty’ kuʃija ‘question’  χulija ‘link’ 

 

Importantly, none of the feminine QéTe[t] nouns take a feminine suffix /at/. Word like 

*[dalta] or *[riʃta] from feminine [délet] ‘door’ or [réʃet] ‘net’ are unattested, and seem to be 

ungrammatical.  

Let me recapitulate the data points. First, weak final feminine QéTe[t] nouns are not based 

on weak-final roots, which give rise to their own version of this template. Second, the QéTeL 

template does take feminine /at/. And third, Feminine QéTe[t], unlike all other C-final 

segholates, cannot take a suffix /at/. All of these facts can be related if, as in (19a), i. QéTe[t] 

nouns are simply biconsonantal roots – not weak-final triconsonantal ones; and ii. they 

happen to take the feminine suffix /at/. As in (19b), this predicts the association of the [t] to 

the last position of the template, as well as the attribution of feminine gender to these nouns 

(for the same reason as in QTo[t] and taQTi[t]). These assumptions also explain why the same 

bases do not appear in the QvTLa templates with the suffix /-at/: they already bear this suffix.  

 

(19) QéTe[t] 

 

a. Morpho-syntax   

 

          nP  

 

n[+gen]           √p 

 

    √CaCeC        √p 

 

  √at[+gen]       √dl 

 

For completeness, I include in (20a,b) a representation of a triconsonantal root taking the 

feminine suffix: in this scenario, the last root consonant occupies the last consonantal position 

in the template, and so only the vowel of /at/ is realized. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
19

 The standard analysis of the alternation between masculine and feminine stems assumes an underlying form 

QvTL. The vowel between T and L is epenthestic. A harmonic process called “segholation” transform 

underlying /a,i/ and /u/ into [e] and [o] before the epenthetic, unstressed [e] in the masculine. In the feminine, 

there is no epenthesis, and therefore no segholation (see discussion in Bolozky 1978, 1995; Falk 1996; Bat El 

2012; Faust 2014). The alternation is still widespread in Modern Hebrew, though it is morphologically 

conditioned.  

b. Phonology => [délet]
f
 ‘door’ 

 √ d   l     -    a   t 

      

 C V C V C  V 

  |   |  

  e  e  
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(20) QiTLa 

 

a. Morpho-syntax  

          nP  

 

n[+gen]           √p 

 

    √CaCeC        √p 

 

  √at[+gen]       √klb 

 

A note must be added here about the notion of biconsonantal roots. It has been proposed as 

early as McCarthy (1981) that such roots underlie stems whose final and penultimate 

consonants are identical. For instance, the Modern Hebrew verb [kilel] ‘curse’ is derived from 

a root √kl, the second radical spreading from the penultimate position to fill the last position 

as well (21b). The explanatory power of the view has been showcased in several studies (see 

e.g. Lowenstamm 2010). Here I have proposed that QéTe[t] nouns are based on biradical 

roots with a feminine suffix; importantly, a few masculine biradical segholates also exist, e.g. 

[mélel] ‘wording’, [rétet] ‘vibration’. There is no contradiction between the two proposals: 

template satisfaction through spreading occurs in the absence of a suffix /-at/: 

 

(21) QéTieTi  

 

 

QéTe[t] nouns are the third and last case of templatic intrusion. In all three cases, I have 

explained, a [t] that cannot be positively identified as a radical is interpreted as part of a 

feminine suffix, even though it occupies a template-internal position. Nouns of the QéTe[t] 

group are significantly distinct from the two other groups, in that the position occupied by the 

intruder is not taken over from another, weaker radical which cannot occupy it. Rather, it is 

empty to begin with.  

But intruded segholates stand out for another reason: their plural inflection, the topic of the 

next section. 

 

5. Plural inflection 

 

Readers familiar with Modern Hebrew will not have failed to notice that the templatic 

intrusions under consideration yield words whose right edge is equivalent to what are also 

independent feminine suffixes. Indeed, as (22) shows, [-it] and [-et] derive feminine nouns 

from masculine bases (sometimes such a base does not exist independently), whereas [-ot] is 

the general plural suffix of feminine bases in Modern Hebrew. Note, for the sake of the 

following discussion, that in plural forms the suffix [-ot] replaces the [t] of the singular in the 

case of [-it] and the entire suffix in the case of [et]. 

 

b. Phonology => [kalba]
f
 ‘bitch’ 

 

√  k   l   b          - a  t 

          | 

C V C V C  V 

  |    

 a    

a. Morpho-syntax   

 

          nP  

 

n[+gen]           √p 

 

    √CeCeC        √rt 

b. Phonology => [rétet]
m

 ‘vibration’ 

 

 √ r    t      

      

 C V C V C  V 

  |   |  

  e  e  
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(22) Independent feminine suffixes 

 

 msg  fmsg fmpl  

a. pax ‘tin’ paχ-it paχ-ij-ot ‘tin can’ 

 aron ‘closet’ aron-it aron-ij-ot ‘locker’ 

   χipuʃ-it χipuʃ-ij-ot ‘beetle’ 

b. magav ‘swiper’ magév-et magav-ot ‘towel’ 

 galgal ‘wheel’ galgél-et galgal-ot ‘pulley’ 

   miʃkól-et miʃkól-ot ‘weight (for lifting)’ 

   

The parallel between these nouns and the forms considered in the present paper is not 

complete in two senses. First, as we saw in section 3, feminine gerunds of the type QTo[t] 

trigger feminine singular agreement.
20

 The second difference concerns QéTe[t] segholates. 

Masculine, triconsonantal segholates appear with the stem form QTaL in the plural, regardless 

of the plural suffix (23a). QéTe[t] nouns also take that form, with the final stem [t], which was 

identified here as non-radical, remaining in the plural (23b), unlike in the case of nouns with 

the suffix [-et] in (22b) above. In contrast, feminine taQTi[t] nouns do behave in this respect 

like suffixed nouns: in the plural, the stem [t] is erased and replaced by [j], as in (22a) above, 

and unlike the last root consonant in masculine nouns (23d). Feminine nouns of the type 

QTo[t] are excluded from the discussion of inflection because they cannot be pluralized.  

 

(23) Plurals of intruded QéTe[t] and taQTi[t] 

 
a. séfer sfar-im ‘book’ c. taʃrit

f
 taʃrij-ot

f
 ‘maceration’ 

 ʦóreχ ʦraχ-im ‘need’  tavnit
f
 tavnij-ot

f
 ‘mold’  

 régeʃ
m
 regaʃ-ot

m
 ‘sentiment’  taglit

f
 taglij-ot

f
 ‘discovery’ 

b. délet
f
 dlat-ot

f
 ‘door’  tadmit

f
 tadmij-ot

f
 ‘(public) image’ 

 zéret
f
 zrat-ot

f
 ‘pinky’  tamʦit

f
 tamʦij-ot

f
 ‘concentrate (±conc.)’ 

 késet
f
 ksat-ot

f
 ‘ink cap’  tafnit

f
 tafnij-ot

f
 ‘turn of events’ 

 léset
f
 lesat-ot

f
 ‘jaw’ d. tarsis tarsis-im ‘spray’ 

 kéʃet
f
 kʃat-ot

f
 ‘arc’  tarʃim tarʃim-im ‘sketch’ 

 réʃet
f
 reʃat-ot

f
 ‘net’  taʃdir taʃdir-im ‘broadcast’ 

 réfet
f
 refat-ot

f
 ‘cowshed’     

 ʃóket
f
 ʃkat-ot

f
 ‘trough’     

 ʦómet
f
 ʦmat-im

f
 ‘crossroads’     

 

If the final unstressed [et] in [délet] ‘door’ (for example) is the suffix [-et] from (22), as 

suggested buy the present analysis, why does it behave like a root consonant in pluralization? 

That is, why is it not fully replaced by [-ot] in the plural to yield *[delot] or *[dalot]? And if 

the intruder in QéTe[t] is allowed to behave like a root consonant, why does the intruder in 

taQTi[t] not behave like one? 

The analysis proposed in this paper provides the beginning of an answer. I suggested above 

that there was a principled difference between QéTe[t] and taQTi[t] nouns, namely that only 

in QéTe[t] the [t] occupies a position that is otherwise completely empty (23a). In taQTi[t], it 

only “fills in” for the weak third radical /j/ (in bold 23b).  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
20

 There are two singular feminine nouns ending in [ot]: [aχot]
f
 ‘sister’ and the rare [χamot]

f
 ‘mother-in-law’, 

rare because it is often converted into [χama]. 
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(24) QeTe[t] vs. taQTi[t] - singulars 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are three analyses of regular pluralization with [-ot] in Modern Hebrew. Bat El (1989) 

proposes that a plural suffix /-ot/ is added to bases ending in a feminine suffix. Thus, the 

underlying represntation of e.g. [magavot] ‘towels’ contains the feminine singular affix 

underlyingly: /magav-et-ot/. Subsequently, the first of two feminine /t/s is deleted to yield 

/magav-e_-ot/, and then the first of two vowels is deleted to yield /magav-ot/. The high vowel 

of suffix /it/ is not deleted, and instead a /j/ is inserted in the position of the deleted /t/: /paχ-it/ 

=> /paχ-i_-ot/ => /paχ-ij-ot/. Faust (2011, 2013) advances another view, according to which 

/at/ – which is claimed to be part of both /it/ and /et/ –  is mutated in the plural into /-ot/ by the 

addition of a rounding agent /o/ or /u/. According to this view, therefore, there is never /t/-

deletion. Finally, Faust (2019) mentions a third option, according to which /-ot/ is a 

portmanteau suffix, which corresponds to both [gender] and [plural], and therefore is prefered 

to some hypothetic piecemeal realization /atgen-impl/. 

All three approaches are obviously challenged by the exceptional pluralization feminine 

QTa[t]-ot. Being exceptional, I am not sure that this pattern can be used to decide which 

approach is more on the right track. Nevertheless, it does more readily lend itself to Bat-El’s 

proposal than to mine. Assume, like Bat-El, that the plural is added to the singular with the 

feminine suffix, as in (25). It is then possible to claim that the template-internal position 

protects the first of two feminine /t/ from deletion, if that position cannot be occupied by 

another consonant (25a). In contrast, if /j/ is underlyingly present, feminine /t/-deletion would 

apply (25b). Importantly, [tadmijot] obeys the requirement of nouns items in this template to 

be C-final, because of the consonant [t] of the plural suffix. The other two approaches to 

pluralization would have to propose much more elaborate stories for the exception in 

QTa[t]ot, because there is never a point in these accounts with two consecutive /t/s. 

 

(25) QeTe[t] vs. taQTi[t] - plural 

 

a. [dlat-ot]
f
  ‘door’ 

 

 √ d   l     -    a   t   o  t 

             | 

 C V C V C  V       -  C  V    

     |  

    a  

 

Incidentally, the description in (25b) also confirms Bauer & Leander (1922:504-5) affirmation 

that the suffix [-it] (as well as another suffix, [-ut]) originates in a reanalysis of root material 

followed by a feminine suffix.
21

 This grammaticalization process is what Haspelmath 

(1994:14) calls “affix secretion”: an affix comes to overlap with part of its base (26a,b), and 

                                                           
21

 Although as it appears in that source, this view is little more than an affirmation and differs on important 

points from the present analysis. 

a. [délet]
f
  ‘door’ 

 

  

 √ d   l     -    a   t   

        

 C V C V C  V   

  |   |    

  e  e    

b. [tadmit]
f
   ‘image’ 

 

   

 √ d     m       j  -  a    t  

         

 C V C V C V C V 

 | |    |   

 t a    i   

b. [tadmij-ot] ‘images’ 

 

   

 √ d     m       j  -  a    t  o   t  

              |  

 C V C V C V C[+Con] V -  C  V 

 | |    |     

 t a    i     
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the entire sequence is then used elsewhere (26c). Synchronically, the right extremity of the 

base in [tadmit] (26b) is morphologically ambiguous.
22

 

 

(26) Affix Secretion in taQTi[t] (following Haspelmath 1994) 

 

a. Initial analysis   → b. Reanalysis b. affix use elsewhere 

    M     M 

 

tadmi(j) - (a)t 

    M  M 

 

tadmi(j) - (a)t 

  M   M 

 

pax - i(j) - (a)t 

 

To summarize, The [t]s at the ends of QéTe[t] and taqTi[t], while they are both intruders, 

behave differently with respect to plural inflection. I have shown in this section how his 

difference may be related to the type of roots that give rise to these nouns in either template. 

 

6. Conclusion and implications 

 

In this paper, I have discussed three cases of templatic intrusion – the occupation of templatic 

space by template-external material. In all three cases, the intruding consonant was analyzed 

as belonging to a feminine suffix /at/. I would like to make three concluding remarks about 

the possible implications of the present analysis. 

First, it seems that for intrusion to occur, the root must in some way be defective – root 

elements have priority in the occupation of templatic positions. Nothing, however, indicates 

that intrusion is limited to feminine suffixes. Other affixes may penetrate the templatic space, 

to help comply with template satisfaction requirements. Indeed, this is one prediction of the 

account, and it will be interesting to see if other such cases are reported in the future. 

Second, as mentioned, there are reasons to believe that cases of -QTo[t] and taQTi[t] are 

analyzable as cases of affix secretion, in which the morphological segmentation at the right 

edge of the word is ambiguous. It seems reasonable to assume that within templatic 

languages, templatic intrusion is one step in the direction of affix secretion: once a suffixal 

consonant occupies the position of a radical, it is likely to “annex” a preceiding vowel than if 

its position is template-external. 

Finally, at the time of the writing of this paper, the field of Semitic morphology is still very 

much divided between two factions: analysts who take discontinuous roots to be cognitively 

relevant units, and those who think that the smallest cognitively relevant unit is the stem. The 

analysis proposed here, especially for QéTe[t] nouns, seems to be expressible only by those 

assuming that roots exists: 

 

(27) Generalization (repeated from 2, 16) 

Unless there is evidence that a final [t] is part of the root, it is interpreted as part of a 

feminine suffix. 

 

Indeed, if stems are not analyzable into root+pattern, the external nature of the [t] in e.g. 

[délet]
f
 ‘door’ cannot be derived from any cognitive reality (as far as I can see), and the 

systematic feminine gender of such nouns would be left unexplained. Intruded templates 

therefore add a small argument in favor of roots being cognitively relevant units.  

 

 

                                                           
22

 The unstressed suffix [et] does not seem to have been born in this fashion. Also note that the geometrical 

representation in (26b) does not express the fact that the feminine [t] is a templatic intruder, i.e. it is closer to its 

base than a regular consonant of a suffix. 
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